INTRODUCTION
============

A hallmark of DNA is the complementary base pairing that naturally occurs between two single oligonucleotide strands to form a double-stranded helical segment or duplex ([@B1]). These initial duplex formation or primary hybridization events have been widely studied between soluble target strands and single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) immobilized on a planar substrate ([@B2; @B3; @B4; @B5; @B6; @B7; @B8]) or, to a much lesser extent, on colloidal particles ([@B9; @B10; @B11; @B12]). For these studies, monitoring the conversion of ssDNA into duplexes is reported using some intrinsic or secondary labeling step, often fluorescence based. While hybridization of perfectly complementary targets to their respective probe strands is expected to occur preferentially, targets containing mismatches can also successfully hybridize to probe strands. Since a specific target sequence is often sought for capture through hybridization events, a key issue involves either minimizing hybridization activity between mismatched partner strands or differentiating the hybridization behavior of mismatched targets from that of perfectly matched targets. One reported approach to promote hybridization of perfectly matched targets over that of mismatched targets involves incubating oligonucleotides under elevated temperature conditions ([@B13]), while other methods involve the intentional inclusion of known mismatched immobilized strands or probe sequences to establish a baseline for non-specific probe--target associations ([@B2],[@B14],[@B15]). These approaches, however, may be less effective at screening out targets possessing mismatched bases near the ends of the target strand ([@B16],[@B17]) than targets possessing mismatches near or at the duplex center. As opposed to relying exclusively on the end points following assay completion, other studies suggest that a measure of target specificity can be deduced by analyzing the kinetics of primary hybridization events between single-stranded oligonucleotide probes and targets ([@B18; @B19; @B20; @B21; @B22; @B23]).

Historically, hybridization studies have focused on primary duplex formation, however, the related, but distinct process of strand displacement has more recently garnered attention. In a strand displacement event, the target strand must replace the original partner strand of the initial or primary duplex to form a new or secondary duplex. This exchange of partner strands can be reported by either a signal-on event (e.g. a quenched fluorophore becomes fluorescent following duplex formation with a target) or a signal-off event (e.g. the initial duplex contains a fluorescently labeled strand that is removed as a secondary duplex forms). Successful displacement is promoted if the target of interest has a greater affinity for one of the strands in the initial duplex or double-stranded probe (dsProbe). Thus, in terms of effective reporting, the ideal dsProbes possess (i) sufficient base-pair matches to remain thermally stable in the absence of a target of interest, but (ii) fewer base-pair matches than the target of interest. Early experimental efforts used chromatography to monitor the displacement of a shorter DNA strand (1.6 Kb) by a much longer strand (6.1 Kb) in oligonucleotide solutions ([@B24]). In other early studies, the duplex region of the probe was comprised of an RNA--DNA hybrid in which the displaced RNA was detected through a multistep bioluminescence approach ([@B25],[@B26]). Related experimental efforts incorporated intentional single base-pair mismatches within the duplex region of the dsProbes ([@B27]). While target detection serves as an important motivation for many hybridization studies involving dsProbes ([@B28; @B29; @B30; @B31; @B32; @B33; @B34]), these strand displacement events play a pivotal role in other scenarios such as DNA-based devices and machines in which oligonucleotides serve as a fuel strand ([@B35; @B36; @B37; @B38; @B39]), isothermal redispersion of DNA-linked particles ([@B40; @B41; @B42; @B43]) and even reconfiguration of gold nanoparticle spacing in an assembly structure ([@B44],[@B45]). In each of these systems highlighted above, a single-stranded region is typically included in the primary duplex to act as a toehold or nucleation site for the target to initiate hybridization. While long, single-stranded toehold regions were characteristic of many early studies, as few as three bases are needed to establish a stable duplex nuclei and facilitate the branch migration that precedes displacement of the original hybridization partner ([@B46]). While strand displacement-based approaches continue to gain popularity in the rational design of many systems, the discussion of strand displacement kinetics is less prevalent and focuses almost exclusively on oligonucleotide solutions in which both the dsProbes and targets are soluble species ([@B24],[@B25],[@B27],[@B29],[@B47]). Recent reports by Zhang and Winfree ([@B48]) and Genot *et al*. ([@B49]), for example, have particularly focused on the kinetics of these displacement events for driving DNA-based reaction schemes in oligonucleotide solutions. Even fewer kinetics studies address immobilized double-stranded DNA probe (dsProbe) systems ([@B26],[@B28]). Collectively, however, these reports demonstrate the versatility of these systems for characterizing hybridization behavior, especially if colloidal substrates ([@B28],[@B42]) are employed such as the microspheres used in the current kinetics study.

While target capture and signaling steps often occur separately ([@B9],[@B13],[@B50]), our approach links these two events into one step to enable a straightforward analytical approach monitoring fluorescence loss due to the time-dependent release of fluorescently tagged reporter strands from the original duplexes or dsProbes. This report specifically considers the role that sequence design of the dsProbe plays on the kinetics of strand displacement for multiple related, but distinct targets in which the hybridization segment is identical, but spatially located at different segments in the target strand. The relative affinity of the dsProbes is tuned through variations in duplex length as well as the selective inclusion of a center base-pair mismatch. Here, we use flow cytometry to quantify changes in the density of fluorescently tagged dsProbes immobilized on polystyrene microspheres. The following study compares several dsProbe systems to detect two categories of targets: (i) a short 15 base-long DNA target corresponding to the *rrl* sequence of the *Salmonella* genome ([@B9]) and (ii) the same 15 base-long recognition segment embedded in longer targets with non-complementary or nonsense segment(s) comprised of 85 thymine bases. For these long targets, the 15 base-long recognition sequence is incorporated at different locations within the DNA strand. Similar to molecular beacons that function by identifying a recognition sequence within a long mRNA strand context ([@B51]), the current work aims to further elucidate the effects of target strand context in strand displacement events. Recent studies by Plaxco and coworkers ([@B52]) indicate similar hybridization kinetics occur for long targets with stem-loop probes, independent of the orientation of any unhybridized bases remaining near the 3′- or 5′-end of the target. For single-stranded linear probes, however, the orientation of this unhybridized tail had a more pronounced effect on hybridization kinetics ([@B52]). The current study complements this prior work on single-stranded probes by comparing the kinetics of hybridization between dsProbes and various long targets possessing embedded complementary segments. The results of this study contribute to further understanding of strand displacement events, particularly those occurring on immobilized supports. Additionally, the effect of sequence design on dsProbe affinity and its impact on strand displacement is considered. The important consideration, for example, of mismatch discrimination by strand displacement approaches will be addressed in separate work.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Materials
---------

DNA strands were purchased HPLC-purified from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT, Coralville, IA, USA). An amine group attached to the 5′-end of sequences (to be immobilized) was separated from the 15 DNA bases by a 12 carbon spacer. Soluble 11, 13 or 15 base-long reporter strands comprised of either perfectly complementary or center mismatched sequences were fluorescein-labeled at the 5′-end. The nomenclature used to describe these sequences is illustrated by the example of **T11**, an 11 base-long sequence that is perfectly complementary to the 15 base-long immobilized **P15** strand. The resulting dsProbe is listed as **P15:T11**. All target candidates possess a 15 base-long segment that is perfectly complementary to the immobilized **P15** sequence. The short 15 base-long perfectly complementary target (**T15**) as well as all 100 base-long targets are unlabeled. After purchase, DNA sequences were stored as 100 μM aliquots at −20°C in Tris/EDTA (TE) buffer. Fluorescein-labeled sequences (incorporated via a modified thymine not intended for any hybridization events) were stored in TE pH 8.0 and unlabeled sequences in TE pH 7.4. The 5.1 μm carboxylate-modified latexes (CML) were purchased from Molecular Probes (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, USA). *N*-Ethyl-*N′*-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDAC) was purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). PBS/Tween and coupling buffers were prepared using DIamond Nanopure water (Barnstead International). PBS/Tween buffer was prepared by mixing 5 ml of 10 × PBS concentrate (Sigma), 45 ml of of nanopure H~2~O and 100 μl of Tween 20 (Calbiochem, Gibbstown, NJ, USA) for 1 h with end-over-end mixing. The solution was then filtered through a 0.2 μm syringe cap filter. The coupling buffer contained 50 mM MES and 0.05% Proclin 300 and was adjusted to a pH ∼5.2 to mimic the formulation of Bangs Laboratories PolyLink Coupling Kit (Fishers, IN, USA).

Conjugation of ssDNA to microspheres
------------------------------------

The ssDNA (**P15**) was immobilized on 5.1 μm particles as detailed previously ([@B41]). Briefly, 25 μl of 4% w/v solids CML particles were centrifuged at 9.1 × 1000*g* for 2 min (same for all centrifugation steps) and resuspended in 100 μl of coupling buffer. The particles were again centrifuged and resuspended into 150 μl of coupling buffer. Then, 50 μl of coupling buffer was added to 10 mg of pre-weighed EDAC (stored under nitrogen) and immediately vortexed. A 25 μl volume of EDAC/coupling buffer solution was added to the particle suspension followed by a 200 μl addition of 10 μM of **P15** DNA. After vortexing, the suspension was mixed for 2 h end-over-end. Following mixing, the DNA-coupled particles were centrifuged and washed two times in PBS/Tween buffer and resuspended in 100 μl of PBS/Tween for a final concentration of 1% w/v solids.

Hybridization
-------------

To form the dsProbes, 12 μl of the **P15**-coupled particles and 188 μl of PBS/Tween were briefly mixed and centrifuged as detailed above. The supernatant was removed and replaced with 200 μl of PBS/Tween. Then, 200 μl of 10 μM fluorescently labeled reporter strands was added, briefly mixed and incubated for 6 h. The final volume of the suspension was thus 400 μl with a 5 μM concentration of reporter DNA before washing. Three centrifugation steps previously described were performed and particles resuspended with 400 μl of PBS/Tween each time. After final resuspension, 20 μl of the suspension was removed and diluted to a final volume of 100 μl in PBS/Tween and stored at 4--8°C prior to flow cytometry measurements. For competition studies, 20 μl of complementary target DNA at 100 μM was added to the suspension. The final suspension volume was thus again 400 μl with a complementary target concentration of 5 μM before washing. The suspension was mixed end-over-end with aliquots taken from the suspension at specified time points of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 6, 24, 48 and 72 h. For each time point, 40 μl of suspension was removed and diluted with 60 μl of PBS/Tween. The sample was centrifuged three times and supernatant replaced with 100 μl of PBS/Tween. Samples were stored at 4--8°C until characterized via flow cytometry.

Flow cytometry
--------------

The density of fluorescein-labeled DNA duplexes before and remaining after incubation with unlabeled targets was measured using flow cytometry. Following incubation with targets and washing steps, samples were diluted with 900 μl of PBS/Tween to a total volume of 1 ml. A Becton Dickinson FACS II flow cytometer was used for fluorescence measurements (Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA, USA). A control sample of unlabeled **P15**-conjugated particles served as a negative control to establish a baseline for microsphere autofluorescence. Calibration curves were generated using FITC fluorescence standards from Bangs Laboratories (Fishers, IN, USA) to convert fluorescence intensity values into the surface density of labeled duplexes. Reported duplex density values represent the average of three separate measurements taken from three separately **P15**-coupled particle suspensions.

Analysis of observed displacement rate, *k*~obs~
------------------------------------------------

The kinetics of strand displacement have been reported by Reynaldo *et al*. ([@B47]) for oligonucleotide solutions in which the original hybridization partner and the competitive target are identical sequences. This approach has been adapted for the current work with the key difference that we incorporate an affinity difference between the reporter strand and the target strand for the immobilized **P15** sequence. The kinetics of displacement for this system are assumed to be reaction limited as the dsProbes are presented on dispersed particle substrates allowing for facile diffusion of the target strands to the dsProbes. As illustrated in [Scheme 1](#SCH1){ref-type="scheme"}, Reynaldo's analysis considers two possible pathways by which an initial labeled duplex () could be converted into a secondary duplex (*PT*~2~) when incubated with targets (*T*~2~). Here, the original hybridization partner, , is tagged with fluorescein while the competitive target, *T*~2~, is unlabeled. The conversion of into *PT*~2~ can occur by either (i) the dissociation of the duplex followed by the rapid association of *T*~2~ resulting in the formation of *PT*~2~ or (ii) sequential displacement of from by *T*~2~ involving first the formation of the intermediate complex *T*~2~ followed by the rapid displacement of and formation of a secondary *PT*~2~ duplex. A critical assumption to Reynaldo's model is that the reverse reaction or reassociation of with *P* does not occur. This assumption does seem reasonable for our system in which both an excess concentration of *T*~2~ as well as sequence-based affinity differences between and *PT*~2~ are likely to favor the formation of *PT*~2~. Also, depending on the preferred pathway, the slowest or limiting reaction rates in [Scheme 1](#SCH1){ref-type="scheme"} is either *k*~1~ or *k*~2~. Thus, neither *k*~3~ nor *k*~4~ significantly contributes to the observed displacement rate, *k*~obs~, further described below. Scheme 1.The two reaction pathways proposed for converting one labeled duplex () into a secondary unlabeled duplex (*PT*~2~) in the presence of a secondary hybridization partner (*T*~2~) based on analysis by Reynaldo *et al.* ([@B47]). In this representation, *k*~1~ is the dissociation rate constant, *k*~2~ is the intermediate complex formation rate constant, *k*~3~ is the association rate constant between *T*~2~ and *P* and *k~4~* is the rate constant for converting the intermediate complex *T*~2~ into the *PT*~2~ duplex.

Given these considerations, the rate of the reaction is expressed in terms of the loss of the species . The fluorescent labeling of allows for quantification of duplexes on microspheres using flow cytometry. Reynaldo *et al*. ([@B47]) combined the contribution of the dissociative and displacement pathways by defining an observed displacement rate, *k*~obs~, as follows. assuming that *k*~3~ \<\< *k*~1~ and *k*~4~ \<\< *k*~2~. The solution of this differential equation is the familiar relationship shown below. which describes the fraction of remaining. The fraction of involved in duplex conversion events can, in turn, be described by the following equation: This expression fits well to an exponential rise to a maximum given by where *f* is fraction of reporter strands displaced (or released) at time *t*, *f~0~* is fraction displaced (or released) at *t* = 0 which is zero for our system, *f~∞~* is fraction displaced (or released) at equilibrium, *k*~obs~ is the observed displacement rate and *t* is the incubation time with or without targets. As stated previously, Reynaldo *et al*. ([@B47]) experimentally determined *k*~obs~ values for the release of the original hybridization partner within a duplex by an identical sequence and takes into account contributions of both dissociation and displacement. In the current study, we similarly have an excess of *T*~2~, but importantly we also have incorporated a sequence-based affinity difference between and *PT*~2~. Additionally, the data used in our displacement analysis has been normalized to exclude the fraction of lost due to thermal dissociation. By subtracting the fraction of reporter strands released over time from in the absence of targets from the fraction released following incubation with targets, we can determine the contribution of competitive displacement activity to the release profiles to generate displacement profiles. Our reported values for *k*~obs~ in the current studies are thus attributed exclusively to strand displacement events. The values for *k*~obs~ were obtained from three-parameter exponential curve fits of time-dependent displacement profiles to [Equation (5)](#M5){ref-type="disp-formula"} using SigmaPlot 11 graphical analysis software. All *k*~obs~ values reported have an R-squared of 0.9 or higher.

RESULTS
=======

Formation and stability of dsProbes on microspheres
---------------------------------------------------

In order to generate dsProbes of varying intrinsic affinity on the **P15**-functionalized microspheres, various hybridization lengths and select mismatches were incorporated in the dye-labeled reporter strands. All hybridization events were quantified using flow cytometry, a popular technique largely implemented in cell studies ([@B53]) to quantify receptor--ligand binding events, but adapted here and elsewhere ([@B9],[@B10],[@B54]) for particles functionalized with nucleic acids and in high-throughput screening assays of dye-labeled colloids ([@B55]). The sequence for each dsProbe system is listed in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} along with our previously reported theoretical duplex melting temperature values ([@B41]) based on work by Markham and Zuker ([@B56; @B57; @B58]). The resulting initial dsProbe duplex densities on the colloidal particle surface are reported in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. As expected, trends in the initial duplex density in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} correspond closely with that of theoretical melting temperatures in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} since higher initial dsProbes densities occur as melting temperature values increase. As the covalent coupling protocol of the immobilized **P15** strand was consistent throughout, any difference in initial density values for the dsProbes is attributed to affinity differences between the 15 base-long immobilized sequence and the various reporter strands. For this study the non-complementary reporter strand (**NC-18**) corresponds to a fluorescently labeled strand comprised of 18 consecutive thymine bases. This sequence was included to test for non-specific interaction between the reporter strand and either the particle surface or immobilized DNA strands. Since fewer than 10 oligos/µm^2^ occur for the **NC-18** case, non-specific interactions appear to be negligible in this system. Thus, fluorescence events associated with the remaining complementary or nearly complementary sequences are attributed to hybridization events driving dsProbe formation. For all remaining reporter strands, it was generally observed that dsProbes possessing longer duplex segments result in higher initial dsProbe densities (e.g. 6303 oligos/µm^2^ for **P15:T11** versus 12 923 oligos/µm^2^ for **P15:T15**). If a center mismatch is included, the duplex density drops significantly for an analogous hybridization segment of equivalent base length. For example, the initial duplex density of a 15 base-long hybridization segment (**P15:T15**) drops from 12 923 oligos/µm^2^ to 6392 oligos/µm^2^ with the addition of a center mismatch (**P15:T15m**). Based on initial density values, [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} ranks the relative affinity of each dsProbe system with the shortest, mismatched **P15:T11m** as the lowest affinity dsProbe and the longest, perfectly matched **P15:T15** as the high affinity dsProbe. Based on the range of duplex density values measured and the particle concentration used, the corresponding dsProbe concentration in the reaction suspension is estimated to be ∼10^−4^ to 10^−3 ^µM. Thus, the 5 µM target concentration used in subsequent strand displacement studies is well in excess of the reporter strand concentration and should favor the forward reaction pathways illustrated in [Scheme 1](#SCH1){ref-type="scheme"}. Figure 1.Bar graph of the initial density of the various dsProbes with the relative affinity categories listed to the right. Table 1.List of dsProbe DNA sequences used in flow cytometry studies![](gkr293t1.jpg)[^1]

After incubating the **P15**-functionalized microspheres with labeled reporter strands to form dsProbes, the suspensions are washed multiple times to remove any unhybridized reporter strands present in the surrounding solution. To test if any reporter strand loss occurs as a result of these washing steps alone, a series of washing studies was performed for **P15:T11**, **P15:T13** and **P15:T15m** dsProbes ([Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr293/DC1)) in the absence of any target strands. These dsProbes were selected as representing both low and high affinity dsProbes as well as complementary and mismatched reporter strand sequences. An aliquot was taken from each of the dsProbe samples after 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 washing steps, each involving centrifugation and resuspenion. The most noticeable case of fluorescence loss (∼17%) as a result of washing steps was observed for the **P15:T11** dsProbe, a low affinity dsProbe, with the greatest loss of reporter strands occurring between wash steps two and four. While this result underscores the need to be aware of the effects of handling on the hybridization process and results, as has been suggested previously ([@B59]), the washing steps themselves only modestly affect the dsProbe density. In the next sections, the time-dependent changes in the density of dsProbes are monitored in the presence of various targets.

Strand release activity of short targets
----------------------------------------

To begin examining competitive displacement of reporter strands from the dsProbes, an unlabeled perfectly complementary 15 base-long target sequence, **T15**, derived from the *Salmonella* genome ([@B9]) was selected as the short target as listed in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. [Scheme 2](#SCH2){ref-type="scheme"} shows a representative schematic of successful strand displacement events by short targets resulting in the loss of fluorescent reporter strands from the immobilized dsProbes. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the effects of incubating the various dsProbe systems with the short target over time. With the exception of the high affinity **P15:T15** dsProbe, incubation with **T15** targets results in a significant reduction in the dsProbe density over time, particularly during the first 24 h. Ignoring the lowest affinity dsProbe, **P15:T11m** and the negative control, **P15:NC-18**, the most significant drop in duplex density at early times in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}a occurs for **P15:T11** and **P15:T13m**, two of the low affinity dsProbes. The other low affinity dsProbe, **P15:T15m**, shows a slower though significant loss in duplex density throughout the 72 h experiment as shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}b. Notably, both of the low affinity dsProbes exhibiting rapid loss of reporter strands from dsProbes have unhybridized bases next to the original duplex. These adjacent unoccupied bases may serve as a toehold region to facilitate interaction with the **T15** target by acting as a nucleation site for secondary duplexes to form. A similar dependence on duplex length is observed for the two high affinity dsProbes, **P15:T13** and **P15:T15**, in which the **P15:T13** dsProbes containing a toehold exhibit faster and more extensive loss in dsProbe density over the time course of the experiment. The **P15:T15m** dsProbe possesses a center mismatch, but no intentional toehold region is included resulting in successful but slower changes in the dsProbe density. In the absence of any toehold region or mismatch, on the other hand, only a small reduction in duplex density occurs for **P15:T15** dsProbes. Figure 2.Duplex density of various dsProbes as a function of incubation time with **T15** for the first (**a**)1 h and (**b**) 72 h. Each data point represents the average of three separate measurements with the error bars reflecting the standard deviation about this average. Scheme 2.Illustration of successful strand displacement events in which (**a**) fluorescently labeled dsProbes immobilized on a microsphere substrate are (**b**) incubated with short target strands resulting in (**c**) the displacement of the fluorescently labeled reporter strands from the dsProbes. Table 2.List of all target sequences studiedTarget nomenclatureSequence**T15**5′-TGA TAG TGT GAC GAG-3′**NC-100**5′-(T~100~)-3′**3′ End**5′-(T~85~) TGA TAG TGT GAC GAG-3′**5′ End**5′-TGA TAG TGT GAC GAG (T~85~)-3′**Middle**5′-(T~42~) TGA TAG TGT GAC GAG (T~43~)-3′[^2]

To facilitate more direct comparison between dsProbes with different initial density values as shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the time-dependent loss of the reporter strand in the presence of **T15** target is presented in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} as fraction released. Here, the term *release* refers specifically to the loss of the reporter strand from the dsProbe due to both thermal dissociation (in the absence of target) and competitive displacement by the target. The four dsProbe systems shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} represent a low affinity probe with fast release (**P15:T11**), a low affinity dsProbe with moderate release (**P15:T15m**), a high affinity dsProbe with slow release (**P15:T13**) and another high affinity dsProbe with limited release (**P15:T15**). While the initial duplex densities of **P15:T11** and **P15:T15m** are very similar as shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, the results shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} more clearly illustrate their differences in release kinetics. Both the **P15:T11** and **P15:T15m** dsProbe systems approach an equilibrium plateau within the time course of the experiment with ∼99% and 85% release, respectively. Additionally, the **P15:T11** dsProbe density reaches its plateau value within the first hour while **P15:T15m** density values do not plateau until after 24 h. In contrast to these two low affinity dsProbe cases, the **P15:T13** probe shows continuous displacement throughout the 72 h experiment with 66% total release. The **P15:T15** probe exhibited only 15% release by the 72 h time point and is thus not studied further due to its lack of response to the target studied here. The limited release for **P15:T15** is not surprising since the reporter strand in this dsProbe is the same sequence as the target, thus eliminating sequence-based affinity differences to drive competitive displacement. Overall, the results of these studies with the short 15 base-long competitive target confirm the ability to design dsProbe sequences with distinctive kinetic responses. Three of these dsProbes, **P15:T11**, **P15:T13** and **P15:T15m**, are selected for the next studies with more complicated target systems. Figure 3.Fraction of reporter strands released from various dsProbes as a function of incubation time with **T15** for the first (**a**) 1 h and (**b**) 72 h. Each data point represents the average of three separate measurements with the error bars reflecting the standard deviation about this average.

Strand displacement activity of targets with an embedded recognition sequence
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next examine the effects of embedding the **T15** sequence at different locations within a 100 base-long target on strand displacement behavior with three of the dsProbe systems. As shown in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, the 15 base-long complementary segment or recognition sequence was placed at the 3′-end, 5′-end, or in the middle of the long target. A non-complementary 100 thymine only target (**NC-100**) was used to check for non-specific interactions between the dye-labeled targets and either the dsProbes or particle surfaces. As shown in [Scheme 3](#SCH3){ref-type="scheme"}, the likely orientation of the hybridized target relative to the immobilized DNA on the microsphere surface depends on the location of the 15 base-long recognition segment within the target. Based on these structural considerations, the **3′ End** target is expected to be the most effective at displacing the reporter strands as it results in the most advantageous conformation with all unhybridized bases extending away from the microsphere surface as shown in [Scheme 3](#SCH3){ref-type="scheme"} a. Hybridized **5′ End** targets must bend sharply to allow unhybridized bases to extend into solution away from the microsphere surface. Finally, the **Middle** target has two unhybridized base segments that must be accommodated in order for these secondary duplexes to form. Though not depicted in [Scheme 3](#SCH3){ref-type="scheme"}, some portion of the unhybridized segments may also reside near the microsphere surface, especially for the latter two targets. Scheme 3.Illustration of possible strand conformations for (**a**) **3′ End**, (**b**) **5′ End** and (**c**) **Middle** targets following successful hybridization events with immobilized **P15** strands.

[Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the release of reporter strands from **P15:T11** dsProbes as a function of incubation time in the absence or presence of various long targets listed in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. To first test dsProbe stability, the immobilized dsProbes were incubated in the same buffer conditions used for hybridization, but in the absence of any complementary targets (this sample is labeled **None**). A second control involved adding the non-complementary target, **NC-100**, to dsProbe-functionalized microspheres. The percentage of reporter strands released for both of these controls (**None** and **NC-100**) were comparable in values, but not negligible (42--56%). We attribute the similar release profiles of these two cases to the weak affinity of the **P15:T11** dsProbe allowing for some duplex dissociation over the long experimental timeframe. Though these controls show moderate release of the reporter strands from the dsProbes, significantly more reporter strand release (88--97%) is observed in the presence of targets containing the 15 base-long complementary recognition segment. For these long complementary targets, the overall trends in the release profiles are similar to those observed after incubation with the short 15 base-long target, though with some notable differences. As shown in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, for the **3′ End** and **5′ End** targets, a 6 h incubation time is required to release ∼90% of the reporter strands from **P15:T11** dsProbes, whereas the same release is achieved in ∼15 min by the short **T15** target in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. This difference indicates that the release kinetics are slowed by embedding the recognition segment within a longer model target system. Ultimately, fewer reporter strands are released from **P15:T11** dsProbes in the presence of the **Middle** target (∼88%) than in the presence of the **3′ End** and **5′ End** targets (∼97%). Thus, for this low affinity dsProbe, the location of the recognition sequence has a modest though observable effect on reporter strand release from the dsProbe. The close correlation in fraction released for samples incubated with **3′ End** and **5′ End** targets is somewhat surprising since the **3′ End** target case ideally has a more favorable orientation for allowing the unhybridized segment to extend away from the particle surface and other immobilized strands. Evidently, orientation of the **5′ End** target is either achieved with a similar readiness to the **3′ End** target or is inconsequential as the results for these two long targets correspond very closely to one another. The fraction released for the **Middle** target, on the other hand, is less than that of the **3′ End** and **5′ End** targets. Thus, the two non-hybridizing segments flanking the recognition element may impose an effectively greater electrosteric footprint than a single long thymine chain and obstruct the anti-parallel orientation necessary for duplexes to form. Though suppressed, reporter release does occur over time indicating that this obstruction slows, but does not prevent strand displacement events for long targets with the complementary segment embedded at various locations along the strand. Figure 4.Fraction of reporter strands released from **P15:T11** dsProbes as a function of incubation time with various long targets after the first (**a**)1 h and (**b**)72 h.

While substantial reporter strand loss is observed for these low affinity dsProbes in the absence of complementary target, reporter loss nearly doubles in the presence of complementary long targets. This disparity indicates that thermal dissociation alone is not responsible for the substantial reduction in the duplex density over time for these relatively weak dsProbes. In the presence of complementary targets, any additional loss of the reporter strands can be attributed to exchanging a significant portion of the shorter reporter strands for the longer complementary targets. To separate out the contribution of thermal dissociation, the fraction released in the absence of any target (**None**) was subtracted from the release profiles for each competitive target to generate displacement profiles. The resulting fraction *displaced* thus represents the reporter strand loss from dsProbes due to successful strand displacement by the target. [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the fraction of the reporter strands in **P15:T11** dsProbes displaced by various long targets. As expected, the overall trends observed in the displacement profiles shown in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} match the release profiles of [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; however, the plateau values are lowered by ∼40% in the displacement profiles for this low affinity dsProbe due to the significant contribution of thermal dissociation to reporter loss. The release profiles of another perfectly-matched duplex, the high affinity **P15:T13** dsProbe, were also studied following incubation with each of the long targets ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr293/DC1)). While dissociation effects are much less prominent, the release profiles for this high affinity dsProbe system do not approach an equilibrium plateau value within the experimental timeframe and thus were not evaluated further. Figure 5.Fraction of reporter strands displaced from **P15:T11** dsProbes as a function of incubation time with various long complementary targets after the first (**a**)1 h and (**b**) 72 h.

[Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the strand displacement activity of the other low affinity dsProbe, **P15:T15m**, with each of the four model long targets examined. For the **P15:T15m** dsProbe, the time-dependent fraction of reporter strands displaced follows similar trends to that of the low affinity **P15:T11** dsProbe shown in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} though more time is required for the longer mismatched dsProbe to reach its plateau value. Once again, a greater fraction of reporter strands are displaced by the **3′ End** and **5′ End** targets than by the **Middle** target. In the absence of targets, comparison of the release profiles shown in [supplementary data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr293/DC1) ([Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr293/DC1)) and [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} indicates the **P15:T15m** dsProbe system (26% reporter loss) is less susceptible to thermal dissociation than **P15:T11** dsProbe system (42% reporter loss) despite their identical affinity rankings. The increased proclivity of **P15:T11** to allow reporter strands to even partially dissociate from the dsProbes may also give rise to its faster displacement behavior. In order to further elucidate the differences in strand displacement behavior between the various long targets for two dsProbe systems with identical affinity rankings, observed displacement rates were determined for both the low affinity **P15:T11** and **P15:T15m** dsProbe systems. Figure 6.Fraction of reporter strands displaced from **P15:T15m** dsProbes as a function of incubation time with various long complementary targets after the first (**a**)1 h and (**b**) 72 h.

Determining an observed displacement rate
-----------------------------------------

To quantify the kinetics of strand displacement events, an observed displacement rate, *k*~obs~, was analytically determined as described in detail in the experimental methods section. Briefly, the reported *k*~obs~ values correspond to pairs of dsProbe--target systems that both (i) reach or nearly reach an equilibrium plateau in the displacement profiles within the 72 h experimental timeframe and (ii) have *R*^2 ^\> 0.9. These two conditions were only met by the two low affinity **P15:T11** and **P15:T15m** dsProbes systems shown in [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, but not by the high affinity **P15:T13** dsProbe ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkr293/DC1)). [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows the resulting *k*~obs~ values for these two low affinity dsProbes with various long targets. Notably, the estimated diffusion-based collision rate between the microspheres and target strands is ∼10^6 ^s^−1^ and thus diffusion events do not serve as the rate-limiting step for secondary duplex formation. The differences in *k*~obs~ values for **P15:T11** further confirm the faster displacement activity by the two end targets (10^−4^ s^−1^) compared to the **Middle** target (10^−5^ s^−1^). In general, these observed displacement rate values are faster than the values (∼10^−6^ s^−1^) reported by Reynaldo *et al*. ([@B47]) for soluble (i.e. not immobilized) duplexes at relatively low temperatures (30°C). In Reynaldo's work, displacement involved a competitive or secondary target that was identical in sequence and length as the initial hybridization partner. Consequently, their system does not involve sequence-based affinity differences to specifically favor competitive displacement. The overall faster displacement rates in the current study are, therefore, not surprising as the dsProbes formed with the reporter strands are intentionally designed to have lower affinity than the secondary duplexes formed with the target strands. Moreover, successful competitive hybridization occurs for all three 100 base-long targets studied and indicates that the location alone of the complementary sequence segment in the target does not ultimately inhibit hybridization events with the immobilized dsProbes. This conclusion holds promise for future studies with colloid-based detection platforms investigating an array of long sequences of varying base compositions in which other effects such as intrastrand self-loops on duplex formation are the central focus. Table 3.Observed displacement rates, *k*~obs~ (s^−1^) for **P15:T11** and **P15:T15m** dsProbe systems in the presence of various long targets possessing a 15 base-long, embedded recognition segment complementary to the immobilized **P15** sequenceTarget nomenclature*k*~obs~ (s^−1^)P15:T11 dsProbeP15:T15m dsProbe**3′ End**2.0 × 10^−4^2.3 × 10^−5^**5′ End**2.0 × 10^−4^2.8 × 10^−5^**Middle**6.4 × 10^−5^2.4 × 10^−5^

DISCUSSION
==========

In the current study, dsProbes immobilized on microspheres were employed to interrogate long targets with an embedded recognition segment. As most physiologically relevant nucleic acid targets do not exist as short segments of nucleic acids, the ability to efficiently interrogate recognition motifs within longer strand contexts is necessary for effective detection platforms. Thus, one of the goals of the current study was to assess the kinetics of reporter strand displacement by a long target with a short recognition segment embedded at various locations. In order to better understand how sequence design of the dsProbe affects competitive displacement of reporter strands by various targets, affinity differences between the labeled reporter strand and the target of interest were incorporated by selectively including sequence mismatches in dsProbes of varying duplex length. The inclusion of a center mismatch alone has a profound effect on the affinity ranking of a given dsProbe. All dsProbes with a center mismatch are classified as either low or lowest affinity dsProbes while most of the perfectly complementary analogs are high affinity dsProbes. Displacement activity of the reporter strands from the dsProbes is also strongly affected by the presence of a center mismatch. For example, insertion of a center mismatch transforms a largely non-responsive dsProbe, **P15:T15**, into the responsive **P15:T15m** dsProbe.

The second sequence design strategy considered in this study was the inclusion of small variations in the base length of the duplex segment of the dsProbe. For the relatively short dsProbes studied here, these small differences in the duplex length have a significant effect on both dsProbe affinity and the resulting strand displacement activity by long targets. **P15:T11**, a low affinity dsProbe, has a low initial duplex density and exhibits a significant loss of reporter strands due to thermal dissociation in the absence of targets. With only two additional bases in the duplex segment, the **P15:T13** dsProbes, on the other hand, exhibit limited thermal dissociation. Additionally, small differences in the number of intentionally unoccupied bases next to the original duplex results in the distinct profiles for these two dsProbes in the presence of complementary targets. The reporter strands of **P15:T11** are quickly displaced while those of **P15:T13** undergo only limited release. The availability of four unhybridized bases in the **P15:T11** dsProbe may serve as an effective toehold for the secondary duplexes to first nucleate in the presence of the original hybridization partner and then, displace the shorter partner strand as hybridization progresses. While the toehold length appears to affect strand displacement, it is likely that the response differences of **P15:T11** and **P15:T13** dsProbes arise from a combination of affinity differences and base length in the toehold regions. The work of Li *et al*. ([@B30]) has also reported faster displacement rates for soluble (i.e. not immobilized) dsProbes as their respective toehold lengths (up to 7 bases) increase.

The dsProbes that contain both a toehold and center mismatch, namely **P15:T11m** and **P15:T13m**, are ranked as the lowest affinity dsProbe and a low affinity dsProbe, respectively. Incubation with the **T15** target strand results in the loss of nearly all reporter strands within just the first hour. Though seemingly responsive as dsProbes, the weak stability of **P15:T11m** does not make them ideal candidates for target detection. Combined, these results demonstrate that the central challenge of a competition-based detection platform is the successful design of dsProbes with sufficient affinity to remain stable over time while still efficiently responding to the presence of particular targets. As seen from our results, the current system requires a significant reaction time in order for displacement to reach a plateau value with these long targets. Delays in reaching equilibrium can be attributed to the larger electrosteric repulsion associated with the 100 base-long targets compared to the 15 base-long reporter strands. In fact, in a separate study involving 20 base-long immobilized probes and perfectly complementary targets ranging 8--16 bases in length, we reported that the 16 base-long targets actually formed *fewer* duplexes than the 14 base-long targets ([@B40]). Given the fact that its higher affinity should drive more duplex formation for 16 base-long targets, we concluded that even small base length extensions can result in sufficient electrosteric repulsions and possible substrate interference that hinder otherwise more favorable duplex formation conditions. Thus, in the current system involving much longer target strands (but with comparable 15 base-long duplex-forming segments), the relatively long, unhybridized segments associated with the secondary duplexes are even more likely to delay neighboring reporter:probe duplexes from undergoing displacement events. In ongoing work, we are testing different strategies to promote more efficient displacement events by widening the lateral spacing between dsProbes as well as altering the dsProbe presentation by reorienting the toehold region (of unhybridized bases) *away* from the microsphere surface to better facilitate target strand hybridization.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

The current research considers the influence of target strand context on the displacement of reporter strands from immobilized dsProbes. By varying the base length and fidelity in the immobilized dsProbes, these studies specifically aim to improve our fundamental understanding of the time-dependent strand displacement behavior of targets in which the complementary segment itself is embedded within a longer DNA strand. Here, kinetics studies were conducted under isothermal, room temperature conditions to monitor successful reporter strand displacement events by unlabeled targets. Importantly, the responsiveness of the dsProbes depended on the intrinsic affinity of the dsProbe tuned through readily accessible sequence design strategies such as incorporating a short single-stranded toehold region or a mismatch within the dsProbe duplex. Collectively, our results illustrate that the dual challenge to successful reporting of target hybridization events involves optimizing the sequence design to maximize dsProbe formation and stability in the absence of a target of interest while promoting the ready responsiveness of dsProbes to the presence of a complementary target. While the choice of dsProbe sequences was found to play a pivotal role, the location itself of the complementary sequence segment in the 100 base-long targets does not ultimately inhibit hybridization events or even have a pronounced effect on the kinetics or extent of reporter strand displacement from dsProbes. The success of competitive displacement events between all long targets and relatively short immobilized dsProbes in the current study thus holds promise for employing colloidal particles for a variety of nucleic acid-based reaction schemes, particularly if the timing for displacement events can be accelerated. To this end, we are currently exploring the effect of re-orienting the toehold region away from the microsphere surface towards the free dangling end of the dsProbe. Similarly, we are examining the ability of our particle-based dsProbes to discriminate between nearly identical oligonucleotide targets.
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[^1]: The top strand in each duplex is immobilized to a microsphere via the amine terminus. The notation '(T Fluor)' in each reporter strand corresponds to the fluorescein-modified thymine that is not intended to participate in hybridization. Single-stranded bases in dsProbes are highlighted in red and any center mismatches are underlined in the reporter strand. Previously reported theoretical melting temperature values, *T*~m~, for each dsProbe are also shown ([@B41]) and were obtained from Zuker ([@B56]).

[^2]: With the exception of the non-complementary 100 base-long sequence, **NC-100**, each target contains the same 15 base-long segment that is complementary to the amine-terminated **P15** sequence shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.
